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Abstract:

Data-driven Transformation is a process where an organization transforms its infrastructure, strategies, operational methods, technologies, or organizational culture to facilitate and encourage data-driven decision-making
behaviors. Most importantly is the ability to handle big data in the organization. Literature shown that assessing the big data readiness for the transformation of organizations in a systematically and logically model is
a topic that have yet to be addressed. An ability to create a systematically and logically big data readiness
assessment model is crucial to the progress of the transformation. Such model must also be able to handle
uncertainty, which arises during the assessment due to various circumstances. To this end, we proposed a five
tiers big data readiness assessment framework based on a Dempster–Shafer model to allow a comprehensible
and a quantify readiness standing. We also presented a numerical example of our framework and model based
on an organization that we have assessed prior.

1

Big Data Readiness,

INTRODUCTION

Most organizations struggled to become data-driven
organizations. Stating that companies’ inability to
handle and make use of big data in the organization is
the main reason for their struggle toward data-driven
transformation is rather apparent. The question is why
they have attempted such a problematic transformation if they are aware that they are not quite ready.
One possible reason is that they must have assessed
their readiness inaccurately.
How do companies know if they are more or less
ready for the transformation? Is there a quantitative
big data readiness assessment on how ready they are
for the data-driven transformation. We have found
that most big data readiness assessment evaluations
are qualitative reports. It is difficult for organizations to measure and compare theirs standing with the
others based on qualitative evaluation. Quantitative
evaluations, however, allow organizations to benchmarking and measuring their big data readiness standing systematically and quantitatively.
One of the problems that are very difficult in quantitative evaluations is the uncertainty that can arise in
the evaluation process. Because the uncertainty is always a part of any assessment; thus, any quantitative
big data readiness assessment model should carefully

Assessment Model,

Five Tiers Framework,

consider this uncertainty. To the extent of our knowledge, we have found no research addressing the quantitative assessment model for assessing organizations’
big data readiness. Motivated by this research gap, we
developed a five-tier assessment framework to facilitate an evaluation model that allows qualitative big
data readiness standing for organizations. We termed
this big data readiness assessment (BDRA). We modeled the uncertainty of assessors using the Dempster–Shafer theory. The suitability of using DempsterShafer theory for the BDRA model stem from the fact
that the assessment requires drawing on various limited sources of information, such as uncertainty, inadequate information, and inability to yield a pinpoint
qualitative evaluations by experts.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related works in data-driven works and background on dempster-shafer. Section 3 introduces
our five dimensions Big Data Readiness Assessment
framework and the dempster-shafer model. A numerical example of the proposed model is also given at the
end of section 3. Finally, we summarize our discussion and highlight the main points presented in section 4.
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2

RELATED WORKS

While there is some research focusing on data-driven,
most of them focused on data-driven management and
data-driven decision making. Berndtsson (Berndtsson
et al., 2018) discussed how an organization could become a data-driven organization, and Kolbjornsrund
(Kolbjørnsrud et al., 2018) focused on intelligence at
a scale of the data-driven organization. Some of the
data-driven decision-making research are Pongpech
(Pongpech, 2018) on using data-driven for ranking
warehouses, Lin (Li et al., 2009), on using data-driven
to detect bottleneck in manufacturing systems, and
Lusher (Lusher et al., 2014) on Data-driven medicinal chemistry in the era of big data.
We have found very few works focusing on the
big data readiness in itself. Pongpech (Pongpech,
2019) focused on modeling and computing relationships in data-driven organizations. Ruben (Buitelaar,
2018) focused on a data-driven assessment framework, which is the only work we have found that deals
directly and comprehensively with a data-driven assessment model.
In our experience, big data readiness dimensions
are rather complex and composed of systems, processes, policies, groups of users, and culture. It is
challenging to give a clear cut score on the assessment. A statistical assessment model that does not
consider uncertainty might not be adequate for big
data readiness assessment. We have also found that
a rigid assessment can be difficult for the assessors
to evaluate. Big data readiness assessment models
should be somewhat flexible and allows some degree
of belief to be decided by the assessors. We address
the uncertainty that arises during the assessment and
provides flexibility for the assessors through a degree
of belief.
The Dempster-Shafer (D-S) theory has been implemented widely for the assessment of various applications with uncertain information. Mathathir
(Bappy et al., 2019) presented the assessment of supply chain sustainability based on a triple bottom line
(TBL) aspects, namely economic, social, and environmental aspects. Mayat (Tehrany and Kumar, 2018)
studied the prediction of flood-susceptible areas in
Brisbane, Australia based on D-S theory, where the
related flood-conditioning factors are elevation, aspect, plan curvature, slope, topographic wetness index
(TWI), geology, stream power index (SPI), soil, land
use/cover, rainfall, distance from road and distance
from rivers. Muhammad (Hafeez, 2011) implemented
D-S theory to predict the chance of occurrence of fire
accidents in coal mining.
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Figure 1: Data Driven Assessment Framework.

3

FRAMEWORK

The framework presents five dimensions of big data
readiness components as Infrastructure, People, Process, Governance, and Culture, as illustrated in the
figure below. The framework then specifies five levels from one to five of big data readiness standing that
can be given with each dimension, as illustrated in
figure 1.
The lowest level is called Big data Unawareness,
and it is given to organizations that are not yet prepared. The second level is called Big data Awareness,
and it is given to organizations that are doing localized
analytic. The third level is called Big data Aspirators,
and it is given to organizations that are working toward data-driven readiness. The fourth level is called
Big data Savvy, and it is given to organizations that
are actively using big data in the organization. The
last and the highest standing is called Big data Competitor. It is given to organizations that are fully utilizing big data to compete with other organizations.
The degree of belief score is range from 0.00
to 1.00 where the higher score reflects confident of
the assessors on the level of data-driven evaluation.
When aggregate degree of belief value of each level,
we obtain a matrix referred to as belief decision matrix which is an input for D-S theory implementation
steps.

3.1 The Big Data Readiness Assessment
Model
The big data readiness assessment model (BDRAM)
consists of two parts, namely the developed DDRA
matrix and the assessment technique based on D-S
theory. In this paper, we adopted notation from (Wang
et al., 2009) all through out our equations.

A Dempster–Shafer Big Data Readiness Assessment Model

3.1.1

The BDRA Matrix

Aimed to tackle the aforementioned uncertainty, the
BDRA matrix is designed including two factors
which are data-driven perception based on existing
evidences and data-driven readiness level of evaluated
organization.
Noted that, the data driven levels are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive for assessment, which are divided into 5 levels ranked
from lowest to highest. The data driven level
can be quantified as u(level1)=0, u(level2)=0.25,
u(level3)=0.75, u(level4)=0.75, u(level5)=1 The data
driven perception is the assessors’ perception on related evidences, also divided into five levels compared to that of Likert scale as No (strongly disagree), Probable No (disagree), Mediocre (neutral), Probably Yes (agree), and Yes (Strongly
agree). The relative weights of the perception
levels are quantified as wi = w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 =
1 2 3 4 5
15 , 15 , 15 , 15 , 15 =0.067,0.133,0.200,0.267,0.333,
where denominator obtained from summation of the
five rating scores.
Degrees of belief or basic probability assignments
(bpa) are assigned to the data driven levels by the experts. For information aggregation, the D-S rule of
combination is applied, where the judgment on different dimensions (general attributes) can be combined
in any order due to the inherent properties of the D-S
rule.
3.1.2

The Assessment Technique

The individual assessment of the M alternatives
on the L perception levels can be represented by the
following belief decision matrix:
Dg = (S (ei (al )))L×M

(1)

The ER algorithm transforms the original belief degrees into basic probability masses by combining the
relative weights and the belief degrees using the following equations:
mn,i = mi (Hn ) = wi βn,i (al ) , n = 1, . . . , N, i = 1, . . . , L,
(2)
N

N

mH,i = mi (H) = 1 − ∑ mn,i =1 − w
n=1

∑ βn,i (al ) ,

i n=1

(3)
(4)

mH,i = mi (H) = 1 − wi , i = 1, . . . , L,
!
N

m̃H,i = m̃i (H) = wi 1 − ∑ βn,i (al ) , i = 1, . . . , L,
n=1

(5)
with mH,i = mH,i + m̃H,i and ∑Li=1 wi = 1.
Step 2. The basic probability masses on the L basic attributes are aggregated into the combined probability assignments by using the following analytical
formula:
{Hn } : mn
"
L

=k

#

L

∏ (mn,i + mH,i + m̃H,i ) − ∏ (mH,i + m̃H,i )
i=1

,

i=1

n = 1, . . . , N
The evidential reasoning (ER) algorithm is implemented for aggregating multiple dimensions (attributes) based on a belief decision matrix and the evidence combination rule of the D-S theory. The details
of this approach is demonstrated as follows.

"
{H} : m̃H,i = k

L

#

L

∏ (mH,i + m̃H,i ) − ∏ (mH,i )
i=1

"
{H} : m̃H,i = k

,

i=1
L

∏ mH,i

#
(6)

i=1

Step 1. Let a problem has M alternatives al ,l=1,...
,M five dimensions, referred to as general attributes,
namely infrastructure, people, process, governance,
and structure. Each dimension contains L datadriven perception levels pi , i = 1, . . . , L. The relative weights of the L perception levels are denoted by
W=(w1 ,. . . ,wL ), which obtained from section 3.1.1
and satisfy the conditions 0 ≤ wi ≤1 and ∑Li=1 wi
= 1. Then, M alternatives are all assessed using the
same set of N data driven readiness assessment grade
Hn ,n=1,. . . ,N which are required to be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive for the assessment
of all dimensions. The N assessment grades formulate the frame of discernment H = H1 , . . . Hn in the
D-S theory of evidence. If alternative al is assess to a
grade Hn on an attribute ei to a belief degree of βn,i

Step 3. The combined probability assignments are
normalized into overall belief degrees by using the
following equations
mn
{Hn } : βn =
, n = 1, . . . , N,
(7)
1 − mH
m̃H
(8)
1 − mH
where βn and βH represent the overall belief degrees of the combined assessments, assigned to the
assessment grades Hn and H respectively. The
combined assessment is also a distribution assessment, which can be denoted by S (y (al )) =
{(Hn , βn (al )) , n = 1, . . . , N}
{H} : βH =
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Table 2: Process and Governance Assessments.

Table 1: Infrastructure and People Assessments.
Infra
NO 1
Potential NO
Mediocre
Potential Yes
Yes
People
No
Potential No
Mediocre
Potential Yes
Yes

Level1

0.2
1
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

0.4
0.4

0.4

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4
0.8
0.5
0.2

0.1

0.2
0.5
0.6
0.9

0.5
0.6

Level 5
1

Process
No
Potential No
Mediocre
Potential yes
Yes
Governance
No
Probably No
Mediocre
Probably Yes
Yes

Level 5
1

Step 4. The expected utility measure can be determined using the following equations:
N−1

umax (al ) =

∑ u (Hn ) βn (al ) + u (HN ) βN (al )+βH (al )

n=1

Level 1

Level 2

0.7
0.8
1
Level 1

0.2
0.2

Level 3
0.2

Level 2

0.5
0.2

0.8
1

Level 3
0.4
0.5

Level 4
1
0.8

Level 5

Level 4
0.2
0.5

Level 5
0.8

Table 3: Culture Assessment.
Culture
No
Probably No
Mediocre
Probably Yes
Yes

Level 1

0.7
0.7

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

0.1

0.8

Level 5
1

0.3
0.2

(9)
N

umin (al ) = u (H1 ) β1 (al )+βH (al )+ ∑ u (Hn ) βn (al )
n=2

(10)
(umax (al ) + umin (al ))
uaverage (al ) =
2

3.2

(11)

Numerical Example

We present numerical example of the framework. The
assessments are based on a real company that we have
gave our assessment on data driven readiness of the
company. where the require belief data are collected
based on available knowledge or information. On the
infrastructure assessment, the assessors strongly disagree that its infrastructure is in the state of an analytic
competitor, which states that the degree to which the
evidence supports big data readiness level 5 is 100%
no.
Similarly, the assessors disagreed that its infrastructure is in the state of an analytic company and analytic aspiration, which also states that the degree to
which the evidence supports big data readiness level
3 and level 4 is 40% and 40% potential no, respectively. We observed that the assessment is not complete, and it express 80% basic probability assignment
(bpa) whereas the remaining 20% bpa denotes ignorance. At the neural stage, the assessors gave a mixed
belief score of 0.5 and 0.4 on level 2 and level 3, respectively. The assessors agreed that its infrastructure
is in the mix states of localized analytic (level 2) and
analytic aware (level 1) at the degree of belief values of 0.6 and 0.2, respectively. Finally, the assessors
strongly agreed that its infrastructure is in the analytic
awared state with a degree of belief value of 1. Other
assessment information for different dimensions illustrated in table 1 – 3.
While the infrastructure is not quite advance, the
company is doing quite well on the people standing
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of the big data readiness, as shown in table 1. On the
other hand, most companie’ processes have not quite
adapted for handling big data transformation. Most
of the business processes have not yet considered adjustments for big data. The standing on the data governance dimension of the company is also not in a top
standing, as shown in table 2. It is no surprise that the
data culture of the company also scored rather low, as
shown in table 3.
Following the calculation steps as stated in section 3.1.2, we obtain combined probability assignment and overall belief degree ( βn , βH ), depicted in
table 4.
Table 4: Data Driven Readiness Overall Belief Degree.
Dimension
Infrastructure
People
Process
Governance
Culture

Data Driven Readiness βn
Level 1
0.44
0.00
0.77
0.36
0.39

Level 2
0.26
0.03
0.8
0.32
0.13

We observed that for the cultural dimension, the unassigned degree of belief for uncertainty is 31%, which
originated from the fact that this dimension is hard to
assess in nature incorporated with several qualitative
aspects. Therefore, the assessors could not be able
to evaluate it with crisp judgment as to the absentee
of belief score at the final perception level. To get
the single value of big data readiness index, the maximum, minimum, and average expected utilities are
sequentially calculated by using equation 12-14. The
Table 5: Data Driven Readiness Overall Belief Degree.
Dimension
Infrastructure
People
Process
Governance
Culture

Level 3
0.12
0.66
0.02
0.20
0.01

Data Driven Readiness βn
Level 4
0.04
0.22
0.07
0.07
0.10

Level 5
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.06

βn
0.09
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.31

A Dempster–Shafer Big Data Readiness Assessment Model

calculation result demonstrates that the average utility value for the big data readiness index is 0.29955,
which lies between the unified utility value of readiness of level 2 and 3.

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a five-dimensional Big
data readiness assessment framework and a Dempster–Shafer big data readiness assessment model. We
also presented a numerical example of the framework
and the model on an organization that we have evaluated prior. We have found that there will always
be uncertainty when assessing organizations’ big data
readiness, as illustrated clearly on the score in the tables above. It could be from to incomplete information or various background knowledge of each assessor. Our framework and model wield the uncertainty
into a more practical big data readiness standing for
the organization.
In our numerical example, we were able to calculate a big data readiness assessment standing of
0.29985 for the organization. This calculation provides the organization with a more concrete standing
that can be used as a baseline score. The computed
readiness standing score puts the organization in between level 2 and level 3 standing. It indicates that
the organization is moving toward an analytic aspiration organization, but it still has a couple of levels
to improve toward being considered a big data ready
organization.
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